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Introduction
The process Oracle Assets use to generate accounting have been evolving over the past
several major releases of the application. My first introduction to this process was where you
could only hard close the system and generate journals only once at month-end. Oracle
introduced in R11 the capability to run soft closes. This new feature allowed clients to run
depreciation, review the outcome, rollback depreciation, make changes, and run depreciation
again. With this approach Oracle also allowed clients to generate journals and roll them back
– however, the rollback needed to take place within a certain timeframe. Now in R12, Oracle
is introducing a new concept in Assets, Create Accounting. R12 will allow, like in R11 soft
closes, however the change is on the generating journals. Oracle now allows journals to be
generated as often as needed throughout the month. Thus, moving away from a heavy
manual month-end close process. This change is one of the major changes Oracle is
introducing in R12 and it is critical to understand how this change along with Event
Accounting will impact your company and processes. This white paper attempts to answer
the question, Event Accounting? What’s that and how will it impact Assets in R12?

Evolution to Event Accounting
Run Depreciation once & Journals once
This section of the paper will discuss the evolution to R12 accounting processing beginning
with the ability to only run depreciation once and then create journals. Prior to Release 11
Oracle Assets was only capable of allowing clients to run depreciation once, this was done at
month-end. Once the depreciation was completed the client would then generate journals
that would account for every transaction performed during the month. Risks that were
involved in this process were undiscovered issues or transactions these would be flushed out
during the reconciliation process and corrected the following month in Assets.

Introduction of Soft Depreciation Runs
In Release 11, Oracle introduced the idea of running depreciation multiple times during the
month. This new idea allowed clients to run depreciation and review the outcome prior to
closing the month. This provided greater flexibility during month-end close and allowed
clients to correct issues prior to closing the month. Along with this feature came the ability to
rollback depreciation. If a client ran depreciation and needed to make changes to an asset,
they would be able to rollback depreciation and make the necessary changes and then
calculate depreciation again. Likewise, if journals were created, they too could be rollback
and re-generated, this feature had some limitations.
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Introduction of Create Accounting
Now in Oracle’s new release of R12, this process has been changed again to bring even
greater flexibility to clients. Like in R11, Oracle allows clients to run depreciation multiple
times prior to closing the month. However, in R12 there is no depreciation rollback program
to be run is updates to assets are needed. Instead, Oracle is introducing automatic
depreciation rollback. This feature will automatically rollback depreciation on specific assets
that updates are performed, there is no longer a needed to rollback depreciation on every
asset. When the change or update is complete and depreciation is run again, the
depreciation program will only calculate depreciation on new assets or updated asses.
Therefore all other assets that have not bee impacted by the updates will remain with the
prior depreciation calculation. Oracle is now introducing Create Accounting in Assets. This
process is dependent upon the new concept of Event Accounting. What Create Accounting
offers is the capability to generate journals multiple times throughout the month – each
generation is an incremental of the prior generation, thus not double counting transactions.
One of the key components to allow this is the change from Period Accounting to Event
Accounting. Period Accounting is the accounting process is done once at month-end. Event
Accounting is the accounting process is on going and can be done daily / multiple times
during the month. Let’s take a look at Event Accounting versus Monthly or Period
Accounting.

Event Accounting vs. Monthly Accounting
What is an Event?
Oracle has introduced Event Accounting in R12. As mentioned above, Period Accounting is
the accounting process is done once at month-end. Event Accounting is the accounting
process is on going and can be done daily / multiple times during the month. An event is
basically a transaction or activity that takes places in Oracle Assets, for example:
 Additions
 Adjustments
 CIP Additions
 CIP Adjustments
 CIP Category Reclass
 CIP Retirements
 CIP Revaluations
 CIP Source Line Transfers
 CIP Transfers
 CIP Unit Adjustments
 Capitalization
 Category Reclass
 Deferred Depreciation
 Depreciation
 Depreciation Adjustments
 Inflation Revaluation
 Reserve Transfers
 Retirements Adjustments
 Retirements
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Revaluation
Source Line Transfers
Terminal Gain and Loss
Transfers
Unit Adjustments
Unplanned Depreciation

For each Event listed above, Oracle identifies the accounts that could be used to generate
the proper journal entry. For each account you can determine how the capture the account
values for each segment of the chart of accounts. Event Accounting works hand in hand with
Subledger Accounting.
Therefore, if you add an asset, Oracle will debit/credit the Asset Cost Account and when you
retire an asset Oracle will debit/credit the Asset Cost Account – you can define the creation of
these account combinations differently for each of these events. More flexible, Account
Generator you had one rule for Category Level which would include Asset Cost Account.
With more flexibility comes more time to define the rules you wish to apply to the creation of
accounts for each event. For an example, in the above example of the Additions and
Retirement events each of these include the Asset Cost Account. Utilizing Account
Generator the Asset Cost Account is a Category Level account and one rule would be used
for both events. Utilizing Subledger Accounting you would need to define a rule for Asst Cost
Account multiple times, or for each event that will use this account.
Therefore, Oracle uses Event Classes and Types to help define the accounting rules in
Subledger Accounting, for example:


























Event Class
Additions
Adjustments
CIP Additions
CIP Adjustments
CIP Category Reclass
CIP Retirements
CIP Retirements
CIP Revaluations
CIP Source Line Transfers
CIP Transfers
CIP Unit Adjustments
Capitalization
Capitalization
Category Reclass
Deferred Depreciation
Depreciation
Depreciation Adjustments
Inflation Revaluation
Reserve Transfers
Retirements Adjustments
Retirements
Retirements
Revaluation
Source Line Transfers
Terminal Gain and Loss

Event Type
All
All
All
All
All
CIP Reinstatements
CIP Retirements
All
All
All
All
Capitalization
Reverse Capitalization
All
All
All
All
All
All
All
Reinstatements
Retirements
All
All
All
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Transfers
Unit Adjustments
Unplanned Depreciation

All
All
All

Impacts to Transaction History
The fact that every activity or transaction is independent upon other is a new concept and
has impacts to how we know Oracle Assets. The following are the impacts to Transaction
History screen:
 Audit trail will no longer show voided transaction types if a change occur in the month
an asset was added
 Oracle will no longer force an asset to be deleted in the period it was added, due to
the change to Event Accounting, Oracle treats the addition and retirement as two
separate events and now in R12 will allow an asset to be retired in the same period it
was added
 Event Accounting also allows for transferring accounting to GL multiple times in a
period
Scenario 1:
Let’s take a look at the first impact, here is a scenario: An asset added to the system,
in the same period the cost was updated:
Screen Shot – asset being added to the system:
Prior to R12
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R12

Asset Additions Report – same for both Prior to R12 and R12

Navigate to the Asset Workbench > Books and update the cost of the asset:
Prior to R12
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R12

Re-Run the Asset Additions Report
Prior to R12

Oracle will reflect the updated cost on the Asset Additions Report – the
original cost was voided and replaced by the updated cost.
R12
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No impact to the report – the update to the cost is a new event; therefore it will
be reported as a Cost Adjustment.
Transaction History screen for the above scenario:
Prior to R12

R12
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Scenario 2:
An Asset Category has been defined with a default life of one month; this is due that
each asset will have a different life. The life will be updated for every asset.

Prior to R12 the following steps would be used to verify that all assets for this
category were updated:






Run Asset Additions Report
Identify Assets with one month life
Update assets to actual life
Re-run Asset Additions Report
New life will be reflected on report and verification made that the life
was updated from one month

In R12 the above steps will not work – due to the fact that the life change is a
separate event and Oracle does not reflect the new life on the Asset Additions Report.
The original life of one month will always be reflected.
Prior to R12
Update the life of an asset to 5 years

Re-run the Asset Additions Report
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R12
Update the life of an asset to 5 years

Re-run the Asset Additions Report

The original life is still reported on the Asset Additions Report, not the updated
life.
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Asset Retirements vs. Asset Deletion
The fact that every activity or transaction is independent upon other is a new concept and
has impacts to asset disposals that need to occur in the same period the asset was added.
Scenario:
An asset was added incorrectly and it needs to be removed in the same period as it
was added.

Prior to R12 the following steps would be used to remove the asset in the same
period it was added:




Query asset in Asset Workbench
Select the Open button
Select the Red “X” from the toolbar to delete the asset
OR






Query asset in Asset Workbench
Select the Book button
Adjust the cost to zero
Retire the asset in the next period

In R12 the above steps will work – however, Oracle will allow an asset to be retired in
the same period it was added. One thing to note – if you are going to delete an asset
in the period it was added, you need to verify that no other transactions have been
performed on the asset, otherwise create accounting will error because the deleted
asset will not be apart of the transaction and thus will cause a unbalanced
transaction. This issue has been corrected in Patch 8554742.
Prior to R12
Added an asset
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Attempt to retire asset in same period as it was added

NOTE: Oracle does not allow an asset to be retired in the same period it was
added.
Delete the asset
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R12
Added an asset

Attempt to retire asset in same period as it was added

NOTE: Retirement was successful; Oracle does allow an asset to be retired
in the same period it was added.
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Transaction History

Or you can still delete an asset if desired in R12

Added an asset
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Delete the asset

NOTE: R12 will allow for either a retirement or deletion of an asset in the
same period it was added.
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Impacts to Month-End
With the move in R12 to Event Accounting, Oracle has changed the ways that many clients
use to account for transactions in Oracle prior to R12.
Prior to R12 month-end was:
 A big push to process all activity
 Run depreciation for all assets
 Create journals to account for al of the activity
The above was needed to be completed usually in a short period of time to allow for other
financial month-end processes to be completed for reporting purposes.
This move away from prior processes and to Event Accounting will:
 Eliminate / reduce a big push at month-end due to:
o Ability to run depreciation, create accounting and post journals throughout the
month
o Business units can see the majority of the impact prior to month-end close
 Reduce processing time at month-end and spread it out over the month by running
depreciation at the beginning or throughout the month
 Allows incremental journal entry processing
The biggest impact to month-end is to the journal entry creation process:
Prior to R12: journals created one-time for all activity at month-end
R12: allows multiple creation of journals
NOTE: Each new creation of journals will only include new events / activity
since the last time the create accounting was performed for the specific event.
Therefore, if depreciation is run at the beginning of the month and journals are
booked. If an adjustment is made during the month, Oracle will automatically
rollback depreciation on this asset and re-calculate depreciation when the Run
Depreciation process is generated. Oracle will book the net impact of the
adjustment (prior calculated depreciation less new calculated amount).
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Incremental Journal Entries
R12 introduces the concept of generating journal entries multiple times throughout the month.
Each time the journals are created that account for the incremental activity from the last time
the journal entries were generated.
Prior to R12 – journals created one time at month end:

R12 – journals can be created multiple times
(Run Create Accounting Process)
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(Generated the following Journals)

(Post the Journals created)

(Run Create Accounting Again – after other transactions have been
performed)

(Generated the following Journals)
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Other New Features that contributes to Event Accounting
R12 has introduced many new concepts in the Asset world or Oracle. Event Accounting is
not a stand alone new feature, however it works with other new features. All of the following
new features contribute to the new processes that can be performed in R12:
 Automatic depreciation rollback
 Create Accounting process
 Subledger Accounting

Automatic Depreciation Rollback
In Release 12, you will no longer be required to run the Rollback Depreciation process in
order to make corrections to assets. After running depreciation (not closing the period) when
a correction / change is required, simply choose the asset to modify. Oracle will
automatically rollback depreciation for this single asset. Make the modifications and when
you re-run depreciation, Oracle will re-calculate depreciation based off of the modifications
made to the asset.
The features to rollback depreciation and rollback journal entries that are in R11i are no
longer available in R12.
This change to Automatic Rollback allows for better utilization of system resources and less
processing required.

Create Accounting
Create Accounting process is now used in Assets – journals are created not by a period, but
by events and a date. This means that you can:
 Create accounting on the 15th of a month for all transactions performed at the
that time and then create accounting again at the end of the month
 Create accounting for specific events, such as retirements, additions,
adjustments, etc.
 Daily processing of assets
 Allows clients to view accounting prior to month-end for events that will greatly
impact the books
Oracle has defined specific Process Categories (Events) that can be run during the Create
Accounting process in Oracle Assets:
 Additions
 Adjustments
 CIP Additions
 CIP Adjustments
 CIP Category Reclass
 CIP Retirements
 CIP Revaluations
 CIP Source Line Transfers
 CIP Transfers
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CIP Unit Adjustments
Capitalization
Category Reclass
Deferred Depreciation
Depreciation
Depreciation Adjustments
Manual
Reserve Transfers
Retirements Adjustments
Retirements
Revaluation
Source Line Transfers
Terminal Gain and Loss
Third Party Merge
Transfers
Unit Adjustments
Unplanned Depreciation

For each time the Create Accounting process is run, choose to generate journals for any one
of the above Process Categories or leave blank and process for all categories.

Subledger Accounting
Subledger Accounting allows for more flexibility in generating accounting combinations than
Account Generator. Account Generator allowed journals to be defined by one of three levels
(Asset, Book, or Category). Subledger Accounting allows the defining of how journals will be
created for each accounting event and each journal line for the event.
Example:
Event Class: Additions
Event Type: All
Journal Lines:
 Addition Bonus Depreciation Expense
 Addition Bonus Depreciation Reserve
 Addition Cost
 Addition Cost Clearing
 Addition Depreciation Expense
 Addition Depreciation Reserve
 Addition Depreciation Reserve Counter Balance for Bonus
 Addition Depreciation Expense Counter Balance for Bonus
Determine how to capture the segment values for each segment of the chart of accounts for
each journal line.
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Month-End Close Processing Possibilities in R12
The introduction of Event Accounting along with Automatic Depreciation Rollback, Create
Accounting, and Subledger Accounting will allow clients to account for asset activity any way
required, for example:
1. Process as you did in prior releases – monthly processing of depreciation and
journals
2. Process depreciation at the beginning of the month – then process all other
transactions, at month-end run depreciation for new activity and adjustments
and create journals
3. Periodically process depreciation and create accounting for specific or all
events / activities throughout the month
4. Daily process depreciation and create accounting for all events / activities
throughout the month
NOTE: No matter how you process – the last run of create accounting after the hard
close of depreciation should include all events / activities to ensure that an event was
not missed.
When determining how to process Oracle Assets in R12, keep in mind the impact of
reconciling Assets to General Ledger. Journals can be interfaced to GL with a
specific date stamp to identify the date of the activity or without the date stamp and
lumped as a period activity, like in prior releases.

Other Great Sources for Oracle Asset Information
OAUG Asset SIG
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